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the main hall, at a quote of £3,500, and the annexes for £6,323-10s.

Two hundred men

began work in February 1888.
2.9.2

John Beeler’s Decorative Scheme

American-trained artist, John Clay Beeler, who painted over a great deal of Mather’s original
work, designed what was probably the most flamboyant of the three principal schemes which
were painted in the Exhibition Building.

Beeler’s scheme was generally florid and

embellished, dominated by reds, blues and golds. The political message was similar in
content to that of 1880: 'Victoria welcomes all nations', which was painted over the north
entrance to the Grand Avenue of Nations, where Victoria was exemplified by a female figure
with outstretched arms standing upon a globe supported by two griffins. Up in the dome, in
black outlined gold letters on a turquoise blue ground, was inscribed 'The earth is the Lord's
and the fullness thereof'.
The dome was the centrepiece of the design which, like Mather’s scheme, again took up the
sky theme, where the riches and glory of the British Empire were symbolised by radiating
gold rays.

Further down, the four corners of the Empire: Great Britain, India, Canada, and

Australia, were represented by shields in their proper colours. Below the top of the dome
were pink, white, shaded-gold and grey canopies, through the openings of which appeared a
representation of the sky. Above the top cornice were arched drab-grey panels, ornamented
with ivory-white vases, scrolls and ferns all being underlined by the cornice, highlighted in
old gold, vermilion, Quaker grey and vellum. Beneath the windows were maroon panels
embellished with ornamental scrollwork in French greys and gold, and eight female heads.
Apart from its rich decoration, the dome contained a rich panoply of figures, with female
allegories of the four seasons on the spandrels, heads of Australian pioneers and explorers
including Cook, Phillip, Flinders, Tasman and Bass on the upper section of the piers. Below
these were giant figures, 12-13 ft (3.6-3.9 m) high, representing Commerce, Science, Art,
Music, Architecture, Sculpture, Manufactures, Industry, Poetry and History. On the inner
face of the arches were tableaux representing Agriculture, Viticulture, Industry and Art,
Mining and Pastoral Industries. Similarly populated, was the western end around the organ
where the false ceiling above the concert hall was coffered with painted blue panels,
featuring portraits of the great composers, while Fame and Literature occupied the walls.
The work was finished in May 1888, well within time, and the Executive Commissioners were
delighted with the results. They apparently did not flinch when the final bill came to £18,195
for all the buildings inside and out. After this mammoth painting effort, Beeler still found
time to enter a design for ceilings and walls in the Upholsterer’s and Decorator’s Section of
the Exhibition.
2.9.3

Changes to the Carlton Gardens

At the conclusion of the first Exhibition in April 1881 the vast temporary annexes in the
North Garden were demolished and subsequently the Committee of Management (newly
formed in 1882, with representatives from the Lands Department and the City Council61)
had set about restoration of the gardens. The North Garden in this period was described as
a ‘broken up surface abounding in deep excavations, heaps of broken bricks, glass, scraps of
iron, and other rubbish, and generally overgrown with noxious weed’.62 Trees were planted
in the central area in about 1882.63 The work of the Committee of Management in the initial
years reflected Clement Hodgkinson’s presence on the Committee. Large quantities of street
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manure were brought in and buried. Paths were laid out in ‘broad gravelled avenues, as
convenient lines of communication across the garden between Melbourne, Carlton and
Fitzroy’. They echoed the previous crossed diagonal pattern used by Hodgkinson in most of
the government gardens. Paths were lined with avenue trees as thoroughfares through the
site, much as Hodgkinson had created at the Fitzroy Gardens. There were no new beds or
borders of shrubs; plantings were dominated by elms, oaks, Moreton Bay figs and plane
trees.64
The new scheme was short lived, however, with the announcement of the forthcoming
Centennial International Exhibition when the Trustees prepared to take control over the site
once again. Even larger than the first Exhibition, the 1888-9 Centennial Exhibition’s display
buildings, as noted above, crammed the North Garden to the footpaths of Nicholson and
Rathdowne Streets (see plan at Figure 39). A timber caretaker’s cottage, located in the
northern section of the gardens, was removed to allow for construction of the temporary
buildings. Hodgkinson’s lake in the north-west of the site was also completely encircled by
the buildings. Some of the trees planted in 1882 were removed and replanted in other
gardens.65
The MMBW plan of the late 1890s indicates an east-west fence line aligned with the
promenade, separating the South Garden from the parterres (‘flower plots’), terrace and
Hochgürtel fountain (see Figure 13, Appendix D). The fence was erected in 1888 for the
Centennial Exhibition to allow a public link between Fitzroy and Carlton at all times.

Figure 28

The extent of the temporary annexes in the North Garden for the 1888
Exhibition.
Note surviving beds at bottom of image (parterres and scroll) from the 18791880 scheme.
Source: Reproduced from the Australasian, 4 August, 1888.
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Figure 29

The Westgarth drinking fountain.
Source: Reproduced from Victorian Icon: The Royal Exhibition Building
Melbourne.

2.10

Opening the 1888 Centennial International Exhibition

The 1888 Centennial International Exhibition opened on 1 August 1888. On the night before
the opening, hundreds of artisans, labourers, exhibitors, exhibition staff, the General
Superintendent and even the Commissioners, ‘worked as one man’ to clear away a pile of
debris and to bring chaos into order before 9.00 am.

At 10.00 am the doors opened to a

perfect and tranquil scene inside. Like its earlier counterpart, a grand procession was held,
followed by the performance of a cantata that had been written especially for the event.
The 1888 Exhibition was in fact similar in most respects to its predecessor of 1880, although
it ran for a shorter period of time – from 1 August 1888 to 31 January 1889. Again, there
was an ‘Avenue of Nations’ and, at 1,100 feet (335m) in length, it was almost one-third
longer than it had been at the 1880 Exhibition. Although the Victorian display was still by far
the largest, the French contingent was considerably smaller than it had been in 1880, owing
to a forthcoming exhibition in Paris.
This time around, it was the German Court that was the second largest display, with no
fewer than 85 exhibitors. Numerous previously unrepresented nations also had courts at the
1888 Exhibition, including substantial displays by Canada and Austro-Hungary, and smaller
ones by New Guinea, Borneo and others.
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Another innovation was a number of courts that were thematic, rather than national. These
included the Armament Court, which became particularly popular, and several ‘Educational
Courts’ which represented the educational institutions of the colonies. Unlike the 1880
Exhibition, it was open both day and night, and was electrically lit, with the capacity of 1
million candle power being achieved throughout.
In the picture galleries, reflectors were used to increase the illumination on the walls, which
were brilliant, while the remainder of the space stayed dim.
The Centennial International Exhibition closed, somewhat earlier than expected, in January
1889. There had been a sharp decline in attendance over the preceding months, and it was
generally considered that the exhibition had not been as successful as its predecessor in
1880. Certainly it had been a financial disaster, with the Commissioners reporting a loss of
more than twice what had been anticipated. With the onset of the depression of the early
1890s, it became only too apparent that the Centennial Exhibition marked the end of an era,
not the beginning of one, and there would be no thought of any further International
Exhibitions for a very long time.
Westgarth Fountain
One notable aspect of the opening festivities of the 1888 Centennial International Exhibition
was the presentation of a memorial fountain by William Westgarth, one of Melbourne’s early
pioneers (Figure 29). The elderly Westgarth, who had returned to England in the 1850s,
made a nostalgic pilgrimage to the Centennial Exhibition and marked the occasion by
presenting a drinking fountain to the people of Victoria. Its modest inscription reads: ‘To
Victoria from one of her earliest colonists in pleasant remembrance 1840-88’.
Sculpted from granite in Aberdeen, Scotland, it is of immense aesthetic interest in its willowy
and unnatural depictions of embracing kangaroos and lively emu heads functioning as water
spouts. The emus were sculpted from models cast in the London Zoo; its base of a standard
design included bowls for dogs. It was installed in a prominent position directly in front of
the porch to the eastern nave where the dispensation of reportedly iced water on a hot
summer day was no doubt appreciated by visitors and canines alike (the fountain was later
relocated, see Chapter 4).
2.11

After the 1888 Centennial International Exhibition

After the closure of the Exhibition in early 1889, the Exhibition Trustees again relinquished
control over the North and South Gardens and the temporary exhibition structures in the
North Garden were demolished. The restoration of the North Garden was then handed back,
initially at least, to Nicholas Bickford.66 Bickford reported that ‘the present condition of the
gardens couldn’t be worse: heaps, pits, holes, ditches and gullies; excavations to fill up and
hillocks to level’.67 Paths were re-laid and the whole area dug over, levelled and replanted
using much the same layout as in 1882.68 Oaks, elms, planes and Moreton Bay figs were
the predominant plantings during this period and many survive today with a tree maturity
which appears equal to those planted for the 1880 Exhibition some 10 years earlier.
Initiating the restoration of the North Garden was Bickford’s last major project before retiring
at the end of 1890; John Guilfoyle began work as the new Curator of Metropolitan Parks and
Gardens in January 1891. His first major task was continuing the clean up of the devastated
gardens; he also introduced carpet bedding and floral displays. This was all done under tight
financial control, not least of all due to the straightened circumstances of the 1890s
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Depression, and amidst drought conditions and continuing vandalism and misuse of the
gardens by local residents.69 A replacement caretaker’s cottage (brick structure) was built
next to the north-western gates. This became Guilfoyle’s residence, and has from this time
been known as the Curator’s Lodge.70
Security of the gardens was also imperative. The Carlton Gardens had become a haven for
(and subject to the attention of) thieves, vandals, and on a number of occasions, suicides.
These activities were focussed in the South Garden, which had been left open during the
evenings since 1890.71
In 1890 the new Act of Parliament vesting the Exhibition Building and central 20.5 acres in
the Trustees, resulted in the permanent division of the North and South Gardens. The area
was then to be known either as the Exhibition Reserve (central area of approximately 20
acres at this time, increased in the mid-1990s to accommodate the new Melbourne Museum)
or Exhibition Gardens. Attempts by the Trustees to turn the Exhibition Building complex into
a self-funding entity, continued to impact on the layout of the site.
With regard the Exhibition Building, after removal of the temporary structures, the building
returned to its largely previous form incorporating the Eastern and Western Annexes. In
1890, a sports oval and bicycle track were introduced to the quadrangle between the
annexes, although bicycle races had been held on the site as early as 1882.72 A
grandstand/pavilion and other associated buildings were constructed around this new
feature, and crowds of up to 6,000 were drawn to races. By 1896 about two acres to the
north of the cycle track were excised from the control of the Metropolitan Parks and Gardens
Committee, to allow for expansion of facilities and access for bicycles. After 1901, however,
the popularity of major cycling events waned, and crowds dwindled.73 The sports oval
remains evident in site plans and aerial photos until well into the 1940s, as indicated in the
images in Appendix D, although the plan of the oval changes.
2.12

The Twentieth Century

Substantial changes to the Exhibition Building and Carlton Gardens were made during the
twentieth century, initially in preparation for the opening of the first Australian Parliament in
Melbourne. Other changes occurred as a result of changing social needs, as well as
reflecting impacts of both the First and Second World Wars. More recently, in the 1990s, the
State Government initiated the establishment of a new museum and exhibition space in a
central location. The Carlton Gardens was selected, on a site immediately north of the Royal
Exhibition Building, with the new Melbourne Museum opening in October 2000.
2.12.1

1901: the Opening of the Commonwealth Parliament

Perhaps propitiously, twenty-one years after it was first opened in 1880, the interior of the
Exhibition Building underwent another major re-decoration in association with the opening of
the first Commonwealth Parliament, one of the most significant events to be held in the
Exhibition Building. In preparation for this event, at which the Duke and Duchess of
Cornwall and York were to be present, the building was appropriately fitted out. It was the
largest building in Australia, and the only building which could accommodate the large
number of people who were to attend. A dais was constructed in the Great Hall inside the
southern entrance, along with a special vestibule and corridor for the visiting royalty. Six
artists were invited to prepare decorative schemes for the building’s new interior, and the
contract was awarded to John Ross Anderson.
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The Opening of Parliament took place on 9 May 1901 (Figure 31). In front of an audience
estimated at between twelve and fifteen thousand, the Governor-General led the Duke and
Duchess of York to the dais while the orchestra played the national anthem. The members
of the new Commonwealth Parliament, seated in the northern transept, were led into place
immediately in front of the royal dais by the Prime Minister, Edmund Barton. Prayers were
read, and then the Duke stepped forward to read the commission from his father, King
Edward VII. Parliament was officially declared open, and the Duchess pressed an electric
button which gave the signal for a message to be instantly sent to England to relay the
news.
At the opening of Parliament, the interior was a riot of colour with copious quantities of
banners, flagged trophies of the Union Jack, and alternately placed Royal and Australian
shields. Swathes of Roman gold satin were crossed between each pilaster by a floral wreath.
‘Dead’ green and lavender muslin, festooned with wheat-ears bound with convolvulus and
scarlet poppies, hung like punkahs from the ceiling, creating an ‘al fresco’ atmosphere.

The

centrepiece was the Royal dais decorated by W H Rocke and Co., Melbourne’s leading
furnisher (Figure 30). It was a sumptuous vision of royal crimson carpet with a gold diaper
pattern, and a neutral green and crimson felt on the seating platforms which rose behind.
Behind banks of fresh flowers and ferns, was a Royal blue velvet dado, pleated with upright
panels of crimson silk, and edged with white enamel mouldings and gold satin. The flat
backdrop behind was in vieux rose silk, embellished with the Royal coat-of-arms ‘in a florid
setting’. The outside of the building was also illuminated with electric lights (see Figures 55
and 56 in Appendix F). Subsequently the new Federal Parliament occupied the Victorian
State Parliament House in Spring Street, until the new Federal Parliament House was opened
in Canberra in May 1927. State Parliament moved to the Western Annexe of the Exhibition
Building.74

Figure 30

The dais decorated by W H Rocke and Co.
Source: Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria.
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Figure 31

The crowd awaiting the Royal party at the opening of Parliament, 1901.
Source: Picture Collection, State Library of Victoria.

2.12.2

John Anderson’s Decorative Scheme

John Ross Anderson’s work at the Exhibition Building in 1901 was considered to be one of
the finest examples of his work. The decorative scheme of 1888 by his former employers,
Beeler and Davies, was completely obliterated. Their bold colour scheme of red, white, blue
and gold was over-painted by a warmer and more sober scheme of browns, reds and greens
as was befitting a solemn and momentous occasion.
Like the previous two schemes, the dome was decorated to represent the sky in blues and
golds, and as the scheme proceeded downwards, it became richer and darker with leathery
terracottas and deep greens predominating. The dome again became the billboard for
propaganda with four mottoes, inspired by Horace and the Stoics, being painted beneath the
windows - Carpe diem (‘Make the most of the day’ or more popularly if incorrectly ‘Seize the
day’), a theme which is very much part of the Exhibition Building's history, Dei gratia (‘By
the grace of God’), Aude sapere (‘Dare to be wise’) and Benigno numine (‘With benign
power’). Beneath the mottoes was a garlanded frieze, containing the bounteous products of
agriculture with recognisable melons, apples, pears, pomegranates and grapes, a theme
reinforced by pairs of overflowing cornucopia on the flat arches between the spandrels.
Centrally placed are four female heads, reminiscent of Beeler, which were originally painted
on canvas and which have been reconstructed from Anderson's cartoons as part of the
restoration. Also painted on canvas, in the pendentives (triangular sections of vaulting
between the rim of the dome and each adjacent pair of the arches supporting it), are
allegorical figures of Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Hercules, which caused the Argus to admit
that
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Their symbolical place in the Commonwealth scheme may not be too
obviously apparent, but they may perhaps be taken to typify Australian
strength and swift intelligence, combined with a manly appreciation of
beauty, love, and war.75
On the arches are complementary pairs of lunettes representing ‘Peace’ and ‘War’ and
‘Federation’ and ‘Government’. ‘The Arts Applied to Peace’, and ‘The Arts Applied to War’ are
set on clouds in a gleaming sky, heralding a new golden age for the young nation. On the
north arch is 'Peace' which features Minerva, the lion of war asleep at her feet, and about
whom are grouped sylph-like personifications of Literature, Painting, Husbandry and
Agriculture. Opposite is 'War', where Minerva rides her chariot through storm clouds into
battle, accompanied by attendant Amazons. Over the western nave is 'Federation' with
Britannia, enthroned above a shield of the Union Jack, welcoming the six federated states as
virgins, each bearing a shield emblazoned with the state coats-of-arms.

Around the piers

are half-draped figures, floating in mid-air above the clouds, representing the four seasons,
Night and Morning, and Justice and Truth. All the figure work was done by notable artists
Gordon Coutts, George Dancey, and Signor Nerli.
The scheme in the nave and transepts continued the dome theme, with a sunlit sky against
which blue rafters and stencilled trusses stood out. Anderson's concept, particularly his
design for the trusses, appears to derive from J G Crace's scheme for the 1862 London
Exhibition.

Beneath the windows were richly coloured panels festooned with laurel swags,

below which the golden glow continued with a warm green down the columns.
2.12.3

Changes to the Gardens

Prior to the opening of Federal Parliament in the Exhibition Building in May 1901 the
landscape at the entrance to the temporary Parliament in the centre of the Western Annexe
was altered, with a fountain introduced to the garden roundel (see Figure 50 in Appendix F).
The existing serpentine path system from the 1879 design was overlaid with a circular
entrance feature facing Rathdowne Street. New trees may have been planted at this time,
possibly including the large gum, which is extant at the Rathdowne Street entrance to
Museum Victoria. Figure 52 in Appendix F indicates raised ornate parterres in the South
Garden, which may have been planted for the opening of Parliament. Figures 74 and 75 in
Appendix F also indicate palms planted in the South Garden in the 1930s and 1940s.
The annual funding for all public gardens in the City of Melbourne was cut from £6,000 to
£4,000 in 1891 and it was many years before the budget was restored.76 Between 1901
and 1914, there was little in the way of development or works to the Carlton Gardens, save
for removing some trees in poor health, including alternate trees in the Plane Avenue. Arbor
Day was also instituted during this period, and local schools came to plant trees each year.77
A report in 1919 by the Town Clerk stated that 13 of 26 acres in the Carlton Gardens were in
poor condition, the result of a combination of staff shortages during the First World War and
a lack of funding and adequate resources. It was not until the following decade that any
significant development occurred within the site.
2.12.4

The Development of Regular Exhibitions

In the first decade of the twentieth century, privately-run exhibitions became increasingly
common at the Exhibition Building. But like their nineteenth century counterparts, they were
still mostly held as one-off events.
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Figure 32

The Victorian Motor Exhibition, 1912.
Source: Reproduced from Leader, 7 September, 1912.

Figure 33

The ‘House with No Walls’ at the 1939 Home and Building Exhibition.
Source: Reproduced from Australian Home Beautiful, April 1939.
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Figure 34

Concert given by American tenor, Richard Crooks, in 1936.
Source: Reproduced from Victorian Icon: The Royal Exhibition Building
Melbourne.

Figure 35

The Exhibition Buildings in the late 1950s, showing Migrant Resource centre
temporary accommodation.
Source: Reproduced from Victorian Icon: The Royal Exhibition Building
Melbourne.
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The ‘All Australian’ exhibitions, first held by the Australian Natives Association (ANA) in 1905,
were among the first such events to be held regularly. With their displays of locallymanufactured goods, these exhibitions were still strongly rooted in their nineteenth century
counterparts. Nevertheless, they were popular, successful, and became an annual event,
thus pointing the way to the future. In 1912, the first motor show was held at the Exhibition
Building (Figure 32) but hopes of establishing it as a regular event were soon dashed by the
onset of the First World War. A similar fate befell the ANA exhibitions, but they commenced
again from 1917. Momentum for regular exhibitions picked up in the 1920s. The first newstyle Melbourne International Motor Show was held in 1925, and thereafter became an
annual event. The ANA shows culminated in the Centenary All-Australian Exhibition, staged
in 1934 to mark one hundred years of settlement in Victoria.
The Exhibition Building was also the first home of the Australian War Museum, later the
Australian War Memorial. It was located in the northern part of the Eastern Annexe. The
first exhibition opened on 20 August 1921, and the museum remained there until January
1925. The offices of the War Memorial also remained in the building for some decades more
(see Figure 14, Appendix D).78
The expansion of local industry and enterprise after the Second World War brought with it a
rapidly increasing interest in, and demand for, exhibitions. The Australian Industrial Fair was
held in the Exhibition Building in 1949 and subsequently gave rise to a number of similar
shows over the next few years, such as the ‘Made in Australia’ Exhibition (1952) and the
First Australian Industries Fair (1955). Interest in the developments in vehicle technology
resulted in a motor shows becoming larger and grander affairs. The first of the ‘new’ motor
shows were held in 1949, and these were complemented in the 1950s with the emergence of
boat shows and caravan shows.
By far the most significant post-WWII development in exhibitions was the home shows.
Although two home shows had been held at the Exhibition Building in the 1930s, they had
been intended as one-off events. The huge housing boom of the late 1940s led to a public
thirst for knowledge of the latest developments in housing styles and labour-saving devices.
A result of this was the Red Cross Modern Home Exhibition, which opened at the Exhibition
Building in 1949. Organised by a panel that included architect Robin Boyd, the highlight of
the exhibition was a full-sized modern home, the ‘House of Tomorrow’, which was equipped
entirely with Australian-made goods, and ably demonstrated what the everyday homebuilder could aspire to (Figure 33). This exhibition subsequently led to a proliferation of
similar events, most of which became annual or regular events at the Exhibition Building in
the 1950s and 1960s. They included the Jubilee Homes and Better Housekeeping Exhibition
(from 1951), the Ideal Homes Show (from 1956) and the Building Industries Fair (from
1962). While the popularity of home shows began to abate by the late 1960s, it was revived
in 1972 with the advent of the ubiquitous Sun International Home Show.
2.12.5

Official Occupations of the Building

Before it was chosen as the venue for the Federal Parliament opening ceremony in 1901, the
Exhibition Building was considered as a possible home for the Parliament itself. After
inspecting the entire complex, the Western Annexe was deemed to be the most suitable
potential location. Renovations commenced before an official decision had even been
reached, and the annexe was fitted out with offices, committee rooms and a pair of
chambers to the design of the government architect, J H Marsden. In a somewhat
roundabout fashion, however, and as noted above, it was decided that the new Federal
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Figure 39

Site and building plan for the 1888 Exhibition
Source:
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